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MOTTO

ِح َمنِ الرَّحِيم
ْ َّاللهِ الر
َّ ِِبسْم
ا ْقزَ ْأ٢:خََلقَ ا ْلإِنْسٰنَ هِنْ عََلقٍ ﴿العلق١:ِا ْقزَأْ بِاسْنِ رَ ّبِكَ الَّذِى خََلقَ ﴿العلق
ْعَلَّنَ ا ْلإِنْسٰنَ هَا لَنْ َيعْلَن٤: الَّذِى عَلَّنَ بِالْقَلَنِ ﴿العلق٣:َورَ ّبُكَ ا ْلَؤ ْكزَمُ ﴿العلق
٦:ط َغىٰٰٓ ﴿العلق
ْ كَلَّآ إِنَّ ا ْلإِنْسٰنَ لَ َي٥:﴿العلق
Meaning:
Read! in the name of your lord. Who has created (all that exist), has created man
from a clot (apiece of thick coagulated blood). Read! And your lord is the most,
who has taught (thewriting) by the pen the first person to write prophet ideas
(Enoch),has taught man that which he knew not, Nay! Verity, man does transgress
all bounds (disbelief and evil deed,etc).1 (Qs. Al-„alaq, 1-6)
Artinya:
Bacalah dengan (menyebut) nama Tuhanmu yang Menciptakan, Dia telah
menciptakan manusia dari segumpal darah. Bacalah, dan Tuhanmulah yang Maha
pemurah, yang mengajar (manusia) dengan perantaran kalam,Dia mengajar
kepada manusia apa yang tidak diketahuinya. Ketahuilah! Sesungguhnya manusia
benar-benar melampaui batas.2(Qs. Al-„alaq, 1-6)

1

MaulawiSher, The Holly Qur’an, (United Kingdom: Islam International Publications,
2004), p. 8
2
NafanAkhun, Al-Quran Terjemahan, (Semarang: Thoa Putra, 2007),p. 10
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ABSTRACT

Maulana, Zikri, 2018 An Analysis of compound words in nancy holder‟s winner
All novel. Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Adabdan
Humaniora, Universitas Islam Negeri Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi
Pembimbing : I.
II

: Dr. Diana Rozelin, S.S. M.Hum
: Awliya Rahmi, M.Hum

Compound is on of part that studied in morphology. Compound is
combination of two words or more words and formed new word. Compound word
can be consists of noun, an adjectve, a verb, or a preposition, or that writte
become one word. The writer interested in discussing compound because in using
a language compound really important and needs to understand deeply to get the
meaning of the speakers, besides that in undesrtanding of compound is important
especially in the novel and films because it helps the readers to understand the
story well. The aims of this research are: (1) to explain the kinds of compound ,
(2) to find out the meaning of compound and (3) to know the position of
compound in the novel.
The writer uses the theory of compound by Katamba (1993) the basc of
theory and meaning. This research is qualitative research whicj is focus on
qualitative research by Sugiono (2009) In the process of collecting the data. This
reearch uses documentation method by Sugiono (2009) to guide the writer in
analysis of the data. The writer uses the theory of distribution method by
sudaryanto (1993). Tthe data used in this research is taken in Nancy Holder’s
Winner Take All novel.
The writer found on research that: (1) there are eleven compound word
that endocentric compound. Endocentric compound are noun and noun form,verb
and adjective form,noun and verb form, preposition and verb form,preposition and
adver for. Then the writer finds two kinds of copulative compound are noun and
noun form, preposition and noun form, (2) the meaning of compound are
transparen and opaque, (3) there are three position of ompound word suach as:
compound words appear after parts of speech ,compound words appear after
possessive adjective, and compound words appear after articles.

ABSTRAK

Maulana, Zikri, 2018 An Analysis of compound words in nancy holder‟s winner
All novel. Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Adabdan
Humaniora, Universitas Islam Negeri Sulthan Thaha
Saifuddin Jambi
Pembimbing : I.
II

: Dr. Diana Rozelin, S.S. M.Hum
: Awliya Rahmi, M.Hum

Compound merupakan gabungan salah satu kata yang di pelajari dalam
morphology. Compound adalah gabungan dua kata atau lebih dan membentuk
kata baru. Kata-kata compound bisa terdiri dari noun, adjective, verb atau
preposition yang di tulis menjadi satu kata.Penulis tertarik untuk meneliti
compound karena dalam penggunaan bahasa compound merupakan hal penting
dan membutuh pemahaman yang mendalam untuk mengetahui maksud dari
pembicaraan selain itu pemahaman akan compound sangat penting terutama
dalam novel dan film karena akan membantu pembaca memahami suatu cerita
dengan baik. Tujuan dalam penelitian ini ialah (1) untuk menguraikan jenis-jenis
compound yang terdapat dalam novel, (2) untuk menemukan makna-makna dari
compound di dalam novel, (3) untuk mengetahui posisi compound di dalam novel.
Penulis menggunakan teori compound oleh katamba (1993) sebagai teori
dasar dan makna. Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian kualitatif yang berfokus
pada penelitian kualitatif oleh Sugiono (2009).Dalam proses mengumpulkan data,
penelitian ini menggunakan metode tehnik dokumentasi oleholeh Sugiono (2009).
Untuk memandu penulis thesis dalam menganalisis data. Penulis menggunakan
theory distribution method oleh Sudaryanto(1993). Data yang digunakan dalam
penelitian ini diperoleh dari novel Winner Take All by Nancy Holder
Penulis menemukan di dalam penelitian bahwa: (1) terdapat sebelas
bentuk gabungan kata-kata endocenric compound. kata - kata compound dari
endocentric compound, yaitu bentuk gabungan noun dan noun, bentuk gabungan
noun dan adjective, bentuk gabungan adjective dan noun, bentuk gabungan verb
dan adjective, bentuk gabungan noun dan verb, bentuk gabungan preposition dan
verb, bentuk gabungun preposition dan adverb. Kemudian, penulis menemukan
dua macam bentuk kata copulative compound yaitu bentuk gabungan noun dan
noun. (2) terdapat dua jenis makna compound yaitu transparent dan opaque.
(3).terdapat tiga posisi, yaitu posisi compound word muncul setelah parts of
speech, compound word muncul setelah possessive adjective, compound word
muncul setelah articles.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1.Background of the Problem
Science of language is linguistics. Language is used as object of studies.
Commonly, linguistics does not only study about language but also study about
the detail of language. Abdul Chaer said thatlanguageis a system of sound symbol,
arbitrary, is used sociaty to speak for working together, and comunicationto
identify themelves.3Based on the linguistics definition above, the science that
studies language is called linguistics. Nowadays, language development has been
far away, wide and deep. So in language investigations that various aspects are
done by people intensively. The study of science about the internal formation is
from word and form connection and meaning with the word.4
Morphology is one of study in linguisticsm. Morphology is the study in
linguistic field that determines the proper use of words form 5One of studies in
morphology is compound. So, based on the definition above, compound is
combination of two words or more and formed a new word meaning. According
to Oxford Dictionary, compound is a noun, an adjective or an adverb that make
two or more words, or part of words.6 Like free morpheme, derivation or other
compounds is part of compound. It means that compound is word that consists of
two or more words and becomes one or more words or combines with hyphen.
3

Abdul Chaer, Tata BahasaPraktisBahasa Indonesia, (Jakarta:RinekaCipta, 2007), p. 1
Geert,The Grammar of Words: An Introduction to Linguistic Morphology, (Oxford:
University Press, 2005), p. 2
5
Drs. H. Abdul Muin, Analysis kontrastif Bahasa Arab Dan Bahasa Indonesia, Yogyakarta:
1424, P. 10
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Oxford Dictionary in Shobariah, The Analysis CompoundWords in the Jakarta Post
English Newspapers (Jambi: IAIN 2010), p.1
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Theare are several reasons why the writer chose this novel. Firtsly, it is an
English novel which was originally written by the native speaker. It means that
this novel can be a standard of writing in English. Secondly, the writer found
many data compound words. Thirdly, the the writer thought that the story in this
novel was understanable and inspiring. It was easy for readers to follow the flot of
the story, to imagine the setting. Then, this novel was also inspiring since the
readers can learn life is hard, that we had to struggle instead of giving up so
easily. The writer wants to discuss about compound words those are found in
Nancy Holder‟sThe Winner Take All novel. In this novel there is little different
with other novel, one of example is the combination of the compound word used
in this novel such as the using of noun and noun, noun and adjective, preposition
and preposition and so on.
The writer chooses this title is because compound words is one of
important things. It can be found in any situations like in speaking and writing,
because compound word is one of word as complete of sentences whichthere are
many words that often found or used by many people without realzing that word
is combination from two words that is called compound words. That is why the
writer is interested in discussing compound words in this research. Besides, it can
help human to be easier to speak and write in daily life, because a human cannot
run from the compound words.
Compound words can be found in literary words such as newspaper,
magazine, tabloid, novel, and film on its scripts where it is also similar in about
contents, there are about politics, social, economy, sport, entertainment. In this

research, the writer chooses novel because novel is one of kind literary works.
Novel is also written in some languages, not only in Indonesian but also
Mandarin, English, and Korean. Novel is a set of printed sheets of novel
containing story, history, romance, satire, .By reading the novel the reader can get
some information, such as human‟s life and human‟s experience.
Nancy Holder‟s The Winner Take All novel tells about the girl. She was a
powerful presence at the office, an unstoppable force on the racquetball court, and
too much women for the men she knew, until Dick DeWitt came into her life.
Brilliant at corporate reorganization, Dick took over her company and offered
Holly a big career opportunity and her greatest challenge as a woman. A battle of
wills and wits ensued. They were playing for the highest stakes this time, a prize
both wanted to win. And to the victors the spoils were happiness and love. There
is one of example of compound words found by the writer in this novel like noun
and noun,. It can be seen in quotation below:
a. Holly turns and winked, her green eyes twinkling with merriment. I
told her I would only marry someone who was a match for me the
Girlfriend.7 (WTA:p.35) (noun compound)
N

N
Girl

N
Friend

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word girlfriendis
formed from two elements that girland friendIt has combination form noun and
noun, the word “girl” is a noun and the word “friend” is a noun. The word
7

Nancy Holder, Winner Take All, (New York: Bantam Books, 1984), p.35

girlfriend has girlis the modifier and friend as the head. Thus, it proves that
girlfriend is an endocentric compound.
a. If she‟d known they were going sightseeing8....(WTA:p.31) (noun
compound)
N

N
Sight

N
Seeing

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that sightseeing is a noun
compound which is compound form two elements. Those two elements are from
the same categories sight (N) + seeing (N). The word sight (N) means the state of
person that view. The world seeing is the act or action of person or thing that look.
Then, after those words joined together, those create a new word sightseeing.
From syntactic point of view, however, the word the word sightseeing are headed,
the right most noun (seeing) is head but from semantic point of view the couple
elements (sight-seeing) are equal, with neither elements being regarded as the
head that dominates the entire word. The meaning of sightseeing is the act of
practice of seeing while accurate. Based on the types, the word of sightseeing is
classified as copulative compound.
From two examples above, it can be seen that compound is important
therefore based on the explain before, the thesis writer chooses one of novel is
Nancy Holder‟s The Winner Take All novel as the source of the data because the
thesis writer is interested in analyzing of compound words and also the thesis

8

Nancy Holder, Winner Take All, p. 31

writer decides to purpose the Title of the thesis “The Analysis of Compound
Words in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All novel”.
1.2. The Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background above, writer has decided to make formulation
of the problem as follows:
1.

What are the kinds of compound words Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All
novel?

2.

What are the kinds ofmeaning of compound words used in Nancy Holder’s
Winner Take All novel?

3.

How are the positions of compound words used in Nancy Holder’s Winner
Take All novel?

1.3. Limitation of the Problem
In this research, the thesis writer only focused on the analysis kinds,
meanings, and positions of compound words in Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All
novel, so the writer limited the analysis of compound words in Nancy Holder‟s
Winner Take All novel.
1.4. Purpose of the Research
The purposes of the research are:
1. To know the kinds of compound words in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take
Allnovel.
2. To know the meaning of compound words in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take
Allnovel.

3. To know positions of compound words used in Nancy Holder’s Winner
Take Allnovel.
1.5. The Significance of the Research
This research would be expected could give the information or knowledge
about the compound words in Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All novel then to
enlarge the reader‟s attention to analyze the linguistics not only by one side but
also from other side as the writer will. The writer hopes that the result of this
research could give some contributions for the linguistics especially to the English
students in Adab Faculty of the Islamic State of University Sulthan Thaha Jambi.
Furthermore, the writer hopes this research could encourage the readers to be
more care, interesting and never bored in studying and researching the linguistics.
Especially have correlations with the social life studying in human life
phenomenon, because basically linguistics was very rich of linguistics elements
which could be researched.
Then, hopefully, this research might be significant for improving the
science of language and for readers as general and the students of this instituted it
is hover to improve their knowledge about linguistics and their understanding
about linguistics will be deeper than before, beside this research can be one of
relevance references for next researchers who are interested in linguistics.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. Linguistics
Linguistics as a science has many branches of language study. In general,
linguistics is the study of language or the study that makes the language as the
object. Linguistics is learned language scientifically. Abdul Chear adds linguistics
approaching language as a language, as a single system which is symbol arbitrary,
sound, unique, productive and dynamic, and variations9. More precisely as
Martine stated in Chear linguistics is the scientific study of human language10. It
means that linguistics concern with relationship between language and with the
ways language change over time. Linguistic study language as though process and
seek a theory that accounts for the universal human capacity to produce and
understand language.
Language is the media for humans to communicate feeling and thought
with other by using sounds and words. Like Manser concludes language is system
of sound, words used by humans to communicate thought and feelings.11
Moreover Quirk says that language is the system of human expression by means
of words.12Language is one of the most important parts of human life. It is the
human capacity for using complex systems of communication, and a language is a
specific example of such a system. There are so many languages in this world.
9

Abdul Chaer, LinguistikUmum, Jakarta: Rineka Cipta,1994, p. 7.
Abdul Chaer, LinguistikUmum, 7
11
Longman Manser, Dictionary of Contemporary English.GreatBritain: Logman Group UK
Limited, 1989, P. 586.
12
Longman Manser, Dictionary of Contemporary English, p. 44.
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Chinese, Japanese, French, Germany, English and Spanish are some examples of
popular languages. Most people in this world use English as their first or second
language. English is one of those popular languages that are known as an
international language.
2.2.

Morphology
Morphology is kind of linguistic which has function to analyze the form of

words. Like Thomas concludes morphology is the study which seen how the
words are form. It means that morphology analyzes the words13. Furthermore, Djaj
stated that: Morphology is the science study about morphemes.14 It means that in
morphology people would study the smallest unit of words that has meaning.
Moreover according to Hornby “Morphology is a branch of linguistic that studies
about word”15, in present day linguistics, the term „morphology‟ refers to the
structure of words, and of the systematic form meaning correspondences between
words.
Greet stated that: “Morphology is the study of the science of inrnalof the
words and relation of form and with the word meaning.”16It means that
morphology is the study of the internal structure of words, deals with the forms of
lexemes inflection, and with the ways in which lexemes are formed word
formation. According to Word in Harimurti‟s book stated that “morphology can

13

Linda Thomas, Beginning Syntax, New York: Oxford University Press, 1987, P. 2.
Abdul Chaer, LinguistikUmum, p. 32.
15
Victoria Fromkin, et al, An Introduction to Language, Harcourt Brace & Company
Australia, 1996, Third Edition, p. 147
16
Unnamed, Definisi Morfologi, http://www.englishindo.com/2011/02/morphologypembukaan.html, accessed Maret13, 2018 at 10.55 pm
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be considered as a aubsystemin the form of process lexam into the word.”17Rules
of morphology may be lost, add, or change.18
The writer can observe some of these changes by comparing older and
newer of the language, or by looking at different dialects. The two basic functions
of morphological operations are the creation of new words. Morphology serves to
expand the lexicon, the set of establish words of a language, but is not the only
source of lexical units, and not even that of all complex words, which also arise
through borrowing, and word creation. Morphological rules have two functions:
they specify the predictable moreover according to Hormby morphology is a
branch of linguistic that studies about words. It means that in morphology, people
would analyze words and how the words are for made. From the meaning of
morphology above that can be concluded, a word that get new word with new
meaning is morphology.Bickkordstatedthat:“Morphology is ofter divided into two
major categories, namely morphology derivation and morphology of imflextion
take one word and change it become another word namely create new lexical . on
the other side the morphology of implection does not change one word into other
word and never change the sinthectic category.the morphology of

derived

derivation another form of the same word..19
So, based on the two expert‟s definition above, it can be concluded that
morphology is one of linguistics branch that study about the shape of word or the

17

HarimurtiKridalaksanna, Pembentukan Kata DalamBahasa Indonesia, Jakarta: PT
Gramedia 2010, p. 10.
18
Victoria Fromkin, et al, An Introduction to Language, p. 340.
19
Indah WidiaAstuti, “The Analysis ofDerivation And Inflectional Morphemes In The
Jakarta Post”, p. 2

structure of word. Abdullah Hassan also said that the morphology definition in
linguistics book. Morphology is the study how the word is constructe.20It means
that morphology is the study of internal structures of words and how they can be
modified .It can be said that morphology is the study word formulation
processing, and compound is one of word formulation process in morphology.
2.3.

Compound Words
Generally, compound words are divided based on the class form of

compound word that produces compound noun, compound adjective. A
compound is a word compound of more than one free morpheme. In linguistics,
compound is a formation process of new word by combining two words or more.
According to McManis, compound is two or more existing words are put together
to form of new words. A compound is a word formed by combination of two
independent words. The part of compound can be free morpheme derived words,
or other compound.21It means that compound combination of two or more
independent words and form new words.
Compound word can be classified into noun compound, verb compound,
and adjective compound appropriate with the function in the sentence. According
to Andrew Spencer and Arnold M. Zwicky compound is a word that consists of
two more words.22 So, it means that part of words, written as one or more words,

20

Mcmanis In Shobariah,”The Analysis of Compound Word In The Jakarta Post
Newspaper”, The State Institute For Islamic Studies SulthanThahaSaifuddin Jambi, 2006, P.
20
Http://Haruumm.Blogspot.Co.Id/2013/11/Compound. Accessed On January, 20 2018, At
12:30 Pm

or joined. It means that compound is words that consist of two or more words that
written as one or more words or combines.
2.4.

Kinds of Compound Words
According to Katamba the kinds of compound are:23

2.4.1. Endocentric compounds
Katamba said that, most compound in English are endocentric, they have a
head. In such compound, normally the head element appears as the right-hindmost
constituent of the word. Semantically an endocentric compound indicates a subgrouping within the class of entities that the head denotes. There are the examples
with the head is underlined; a schoolboy is a kind of a boy and a bedroom is a
kind of room.
2.4.2. Copulative compounds
Copulative compound is compound that has two words which are couple or
conjoined. They have the structure shown in:
a. Girl (N) + friend (N) = girlfriend (N)
b. Bitter (A) + sweet (N) = bitter-sweet (A)
From a syntactic point of view, copulative compounds are headed. But
from a semantic point of view, the coupled elements are equal status, with neither
element being regarded as the head that dominates the entire word.

23

Katamba In Arum Rumiyati, “A Morphology Analysis of Compound Words Used In Novel
“The Single Girl‟s To-Do List”By Lindsey Kelk”, School of Teacher Training And Education
Muhammadiyah Universityof Surakarta, 2015, p. 2

2.4.3. Exocentric compounds
Exocentric compound is headless compounds which do not contain an
element that function as the semantic head which is modified by the non-head
element. The constituents in exocentric compounds do not have a head-modifier
semantic relationship, for examples; a blue-nose is not a nose at all but a purplish
variety of potato grown in Nova Scotian, and white-collar is neither a kind of a
collar nor a white thing, but the meaning is something which is related with a
worker. From semantic point of view, exocentric compounds are opaque. Their
meaning often cannot be transparently guessed from its constituent parts like
idioms. From the explanations above it can be seen that there are three kinds of
compound words and the writer will uses this theory to find out the kinds of
compound words in Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All novel.

2.5.

Kinds of Meaning of Compound Words
The fact that language is a communicating system with form and meaning

relationship to each other, the form cannot be separated from their meaning. The
meanings of the compound words interrelate in such a way that a new meaning
comes out which is different from the meanings of the words in isolation. Related
to Ullmann every compound contains words which are arbitrary and opaque,
without any connection between sound and sense, and others which are at least to
some degree motivated and transparent. From the explanation above, the writer

classify the meaning of compound into two, there are transparent meaning and
opaque meaning.24
2.5.1. Transparent words
Transparent words are the meanings of the words can be predicted from the
each constituents of the word. For example: seaweed is a kind of weed that grows
in the sea, fleabite is a bite given by a flea.
2.5.2. Opaque words
Opaque words are the meaning is not predictable to be determined from the
meaning of their constituents. For example: butterfingers is neither a kind of
fingers nor a kind of butter but rather a person who is apparently in capable of
holding things without dropping them.
Front he explanations above, it can be concluded that there are two kinds
of meaning in compound words and the writer will use this theory to find out the
meanings of compound words used in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All novel.
2.6.

Parts of Speech
In English, there are parts of speech or word classes that most commonly is

parts of speech which one divided into eight parts, they are: noun, pronoun, verb,
adjective,adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. Jeremy Harmer said
that there are part of speech like nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs,
articles, preposition, and conjunction.25Below explain above completed with the
example:

24

Arum Rumiyati, “A Morphology Analysis of Compound Words Used in Novel “The Single
Girl‟s To-Do List “By Lindsey Kelk”, p. 3
25
Jeremy Harmer, “Teacher Knowledge”, England and Associated Companies throughout
the world, 2012, p. 12

2.6.1. Noun.
In linguistics, a noun is member of large, open lexical category whose
members can know as the main word in the subject of a clause, the object of a
verb, or the object of preposition. Noun can become subject or object in a
sentence. It is symbols for person, animal, place, and thing. In English, noun can
be consisted of five groups. They are like proper noun, common noun, collective
noun, material noun, and abstract noun. Examples of noun in a sentence which
can be seen below:
a. She is watering the flowers.26
b. They go to school although it rain.27
From the sentence above, word flowers and rain underline are nouns. it
appeared in the sentence.
2.6.2. Pronoun
Pronoun is the second part of speech in English language; it must be in
English for writing or speaking. Pronoun is the word that used as to change the
noun.28So, by the definition of pronoun above, that can be concluded that pronoun
is word that used to replace name of person or thing in a sentence. Example
pronoun in sentence which can be seen below:
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a. Bill is a good boy. He is friendly. Actually I like him.29
From the example above, the word of pronoun is he, because replace as Bill.
2.6.3. Verb
Verb is the third part of speech in English It‟s also must be in English. Verb
is a word that used to express the action.30So verb is word that uses to show action
or state of being from subject. The example of verb that shows actions are send,
water, buys. Example of verb in a sentence which can be seen below:
a. She waters the flower.31
From sentence above, write is a word that underlined is verb because it
action of subject.
2.6.4. Adjective.
Adjective is the fourth of part of speech in English that always appear on
writing. Adjective is a word that describes a person or thinking. According to
Khadizasuano,”adjective adalah kata sifat yang menerangkan keadaan atau sifat
suatu benda, binatang atau orang.”32Adjective is a word used to quality or modify
the noun or pronoun.33So, Adjective is a word that used to explain condition or
quality of noun or pronouns. Example: ugly, sleepy, beautiful, clever which can
be seen below:
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a. He is jealous at you.34
From the sentence above, word of jealous that underlined is an adjective,
because it explains to boy.
2.6.5. Adverb
Adverb is the fifth part of speech in English that add more information
about place time, manner, cause or degree to a verb, an adjective, a phrase or
another adverb. Adverb is a word that functional to explain adjective, verb,
adverb, and sentence.35Meanwhile, according to Lado, adverb “is words used to
add information to all word classes except for nouns and pronouns. But the most
important is to explain verbs, adjective, and adverbs.36 So based on the statement
above, it can be concluded that adverb is a word that used to explain all of word
classes but not includes noun or pronoun. Most of adverb in English forms from
adjective with addition suffix “ly” to adjective, like example “loud” added by “ly”
become loudly.
a. She can read magazine very loudly.37
From the sentence above, the word is loudly that underlined is adverb,
because it explain magazine.
2.6.6. Preposition
Preposition is the sixth part of speech in English. It is a group of word, such
as in, from, at, on, out, that used before a noun to like: place, preposition, time. A
preposition shows that relationship between every word and other words in a
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sentence. The form of preposition may be in one word (by, at, on, in, etc) or in the
form of phrase preposition that function as a unit (a head of, because of, etc).38 So,
based on the definition above, preposition is a word that used to express the
relation between nouns and pronouns and other word in a sentence. Or word is
that placed before nouns and pronouns with part of others sentence. Preposition
has function to express position or time. Example which can be seen below:
a. I study English with my friend.
From the example of sentence above, the word of “with” that underlined is
preposition and placed before noun and express relation the other words in a
sentence.
2.6.7.

Conjunction
Conjunction is seventh part of speech in English, it is a word that used for

connecting the equivalent things or not equivalent. “Conjunction is word used to
connect words with other words, expressions with other expression, sentences that
are in other sentences.”39So, based on the sentence above, it can be concluded that
conjunction is words that used to relate word with others word in a sentence.
Example conjunction in a sentence:
a. She goes to school after go first.40
From the sentence above, the word after that underline is conjunction,
because it relates sentence and sentence.
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2.6.8.

Interjection
Interjection is the last part of speech in English; it is a spoken that expresses

feeling that suddenly appears like surprise, happy, sick, etc.41So, based on the
statement above that can be concluded conjunction is a word used to express
feeling suddenly come. Example of interjection:
a. Hurrah! We win.
The word Hurrah that underlined is interjection that used to show emotion
or thinking. So from the eighth of parts speech above the writer uses all as kinds
of compound.
Front he explanations above, it can be concluded that there are eight
classes of word. The writer will use this theory to find out the position of
compound words used in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All novel.
2.7. Review of related research
In this research the writer is not one of the first researchers doing about
compound words but before there was a student in English Literature Department
of Adab and Humanities Faculty UIN Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi and other
University who ever do the same research that is about the compound words, but
here there is different to focus on different object. Here is to focus on novel.
Firstly, Shobaria, Nim AI 060781, 2010, The State For Islamic Studies
Sulthan Thaha Saifuddin Jambi, Faculty of Adaband Humaniora, “Analysis of
Compound Words In Jakarta Post English Newspaper.”42She used descriptive
qualitative method to guide the thesis in analyze of the data. She used descriptive
41
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theory by Mahsum, Moleong, Bodgan, Taylor. The data uses in her research are
taken from the Jakarta Post English newspaper editionn March 02-06, 2010 in
Nastional column.
The results of her analysis are sixteen combination forms of compound
words, from twelve combination form of compound words. She found eleven
combination form of compound word. They are combination form of noun and
noun, adjective and noun combination form, preposition and preposition
combination form, verb and preposition combination form, preposition and verb
combination form, noun and verb combination form, verb and noun combination
form, noun and adjective combination form, preposition and noun combination
form, adjective and adjective combination form, and with other form. The
combination form of compound words that dominantly used in the Jakarta post
English newspaper edition 02 march – 06 2010 on National column is
combination form noun and noun.
Secondly, Arum Rumiyati, Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, school
of teacher training and education, “A Morphological Analysis of Compound
Words Used in Novel “The Single Girl’s To-Do List.”43The research his aimed
that describing the types and the meaning of compound words that are used in
novel “The Single Girl‟s To-do List”. In achieving the objectives, the writer used
descriptive qualitative as the type of the research. The data are in form of
compound words. In collecting the data, she used documentation technique and
the steps are reading the novel. “The single Girl To-do List”, selecting and
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collecting the data systematically in accordance with the types and the meaning of
compound words.
The results of her research showed that the research types of compound
words. From 798 data of compound, there are 636 data are classified as
endocentric compound, 37 data are copulative compound, and 125 data are
exocentric compound. She also classifies the meaning of compounds in
transparent and opaque meaning. The compounds which have a transparent
meanings are 673 data, it is about 84, 34% from all of the data. While, the
compounds which have opaque meanings are 125 data or about 15,66% from the
sum of data.
Thirdly, Denies Shella Noumianty, State University Syarif Hidayatullah
Jakarta, “An Analysis of Compound Words on Culinary Terms in Master
Chef U.S. Season 7(2016),”44The research aimed to describe the types and
meaning of compound words. To analyze the compound words process, she uses
Rochelle Lieber theory of compound words as the main character, combined with
IgoPlag and also Stephen Ullman to analyze the meaning of compound words.
She took 15 food terms used in the cooking competition Master chef U.S. season
7(2006) for the last five episodes. A morphological analysis is used by her to
analyze the compound words. The results of her research are 12 attributive
compounds, 2 subordinate compound and coordinative compound. From the word
stress, there are culinary terms which are classified as noun compound three
adjective compounds and two verb compound. It is indicates that there are quite a
44
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lot compound that classified into attributive and noun compound used containing
in the cooking competition entitled Master chef U.S. season 7(2006). Therefore,
she also classifies the meaning of compound words which have a transparent
meaning are two.
So, based on the review of related researches, the writer can conclude that
the similarities of those researches are like aimed to describe the types and
meaning, and then using descriptive qualitative theory. The differences are like
Shobariah TheAnalysis of Compound Words in Jakarta Post English
Newspaper, She found eleven combination forms of compound words. They are
combination form of noun and noun, adjective and noun combination form,
preposition and preposition combination form, verb and preposition combination
form, preposition and verb combination form, noun and verb combination form,
verb and noun combination form, noun and adjective combination form,
preposition and noun combination form, adjective and adjective combination
form, and with other form, Arum Rumiyati A Morphological Analysis of
Compound Words Used in Novel “The Single Girl’s To-Do List. She found types
of compound words form 798 data of compound, there are 636 data are classified
as endocentric compound, 37 data are copulative compound, and 125 data are
exocentric compound. She also classifies the meaning of compounds in
transparent and opaque meaning, and Denies Shella Noumianty An Analysis of
Compound Words On Culinary Terms In Master Chef U.S. Season 7(2016). She
found 12 attributive compounds, 2 subordinate compound and coordinative
compound. From the word stress, there are culinary terms which are classified as

noun compound three adjective compounds and two verb compounds, Therefore
the writer will analyze about compound words in different object of this research
that is in Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All novel.

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF THE RESEARCH
3.1.

Design of Research
This research is qualitative research because this research means to

understand phenomenon of language which compound words in Nancy Holder‟s
winner take all novel. Taylor stated that: “Qualitative methodology refers in the
broadest sense to research that produces descriptive data people own written on
spoken words and observable behavior.45 It means that qualitative research s a
research that used language, sentence, and words to understand the case and the
problem. This type of research does not use statistical data and also formulas.
Qualitative focus on quality and relates to concept, theories, meaning and
characteristic that attached to the subject of the research.
The definition of qualitative research also define by Muhammad as
“penelitian kualitatif merupakan aktivitas atau proses “memahami” hakikat
phenomena dengan latar alamiah, dengan berporos pada data deskriptif..46
Based on the definition above, qualitative research is a research that
observes human‟s behavior, utterance and it is represented in descriptive way.
Qualitative research method is a research method used to examine the condition of
a natural object, ( as the law is an experiment) where the researcher is a key
instrument, data collection techniques are carried out in triangulation ( combined),
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data analysis inductive/qualitative, and the result of qualitative research more
pressing meaning than generalization.47
Based on those statements, it can be concluded that qualitative research is
analyzing about descriptive data that is collected is in the form of the situation of
the natural object. Where descriptive data such as writer or spoken, by using
qualitative research the writer will have the answer about the question about
compound words in Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All’s novel.
3.2.

Source of Data.
Data are items, information, and evidences those can help the writer

depiction of the problems. The data of this research is the story in the novel. That
data are from Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All’s novel. The writer takes the data
from the novel which consists of 180 pages. The writer uses also additional source
that support this research such as data from dictionary, internet, and also the books
that has correlation to this research.
3.3 Technique of Data Collection
In collection the data to get the information in this research, the writer uses
documentation technique to get the data of the research. The writer uses some
documentation that has correlation or support the problem of the research.
Sugiono state that: Documents are notes of past events. Documents can be in form
of writings, pictures or monumental works from someone.”48The documentations
technique of collecting the data based on documentation such as book, journal,
and articles.
47
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Technique of data collection the writer uses instrument. The instrument used
in this study is a document analysis guided compiled based on the theoretical
based on the kind of compound words, the meaning of compound words, and the
position of compound words. Guidelines for analysis document relate to the
criteria of the data so that it can be concluded in certain classifications in appendix
at the page 78. There are some steps of the technique of the data collection that
has done by the writer in this research, these are:
1.
2.

Reading the novel repeatedly in other to know and understand the words.
Learning and reading to know the novel that be data. Then, underlined the
words and all that important statements and information, which relate with
title question of this research.

3.

The writer marked the data by underling all of compound words in Nancy
Holder‟s Winner Take all’s novel.

3.4.Technique of Data Analysis
In analyzing, the writer uses (Metode Agih) by Sudaryanto. The writer uses
this method because the writer wants to analyze the kinds, the meaning and the
position of compound words.
In his book, Sudaryanto said that Distribution method is a method that is
different with identifies method which the decryption tool of this method is a part
of language itself.49 It means that this method is method which uses the internal
part of language to find out the answers of the problem.
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Meanwhile identity method is defined as a method which decryption tool of
it is outside the language itself in divided into five categories, they are: referential
identity method, articulatory phonetic identity method, pragmatic identity method,
translational identity method, and orthography identity method.50It means that this
method using the outside of language such as reference and context to find the
answer.
In analyzing of the data, the writer choose the data that contain the
compound words based on their kinds using theory of Katamba and then interpret
the meaning based on the context and also the position of compound words in the
novel.
The writer do the same steps to analyze based on the method was a way to
make conclusion that can identify what massage that want to convey in the object
that want to analyze.
1. Providing the Data
The writer identifies and classifies the data based on formulation of the
problem.
2. Analyzing the Data
After the data are identifying and classifying, the writer analyzes the data
based on formulation of the problem.
3. The Result of Data Analyis
After all the data have been analyzing the data the writer makes the result
of the research
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CHAPTERE IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS

4.1. Findings
Based on the formulation of the problem, the writer found many kinds of
compound word in Nancy holder‟s winner take all novel are three kinds of
compound words. They are endocentrix, copulative, and exocentric compound.
Endocentric compound are eleven kinds, copulative compound is one kinds, but
the writer only found twokindsof compound words. They are eleven kinds
ofcompound words such as: kind of noun and noun,noun and adjextive,adjexctive
and noun,verb and adjective,verb and noun preposition and noun, verb and
preposition,preposition and verb,preposition and preposition, preposition and
adverb.
The meaning of compound words.They are transparent meaning and
opaque meaning. Kinds of transparent meaning such as : form as noun and noun,
form as noun and adjective, form as adjective and noun, form as verb and noun,
form as noun and verb, form as preposition and noun, form as preposition and
verb, form as adverb and noun. Meanwhile Kinds of opaque meaning such as:
form as noun and noun, form as noun and adjective, form as adjective and noun,
form as verb and adjective, form as verb and noun, form as noun and verb, form
as preposition and noun, form as preposition and verb, form as preposition and
adverb, form as preposition and adjective, form as noun and preposition.

The Position of compound, they are transparent meaning and opaque
meaning. Kinds of transparent meaning are form as noun and noun form as noun
and adjective, form as adjective and noun, form as verb and noun is, form as noun
and verb, form as preposition and noun, form as preposition and verb, form as
adverb and noun. Kinds of opaque meaning such as: form as noun and noun, form
as noun and adjective, form as adjective and noun, form as verb and adjective,
form as verb and noun, form as noun and verb, form as preposition and noun,
form as preposition and verb, form as preposition and adverb, form as preposition
and adjective, form as noun and preposition.
4.2. Analysis
4.2.1.Endocentric CompoundWords in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All
Novel
4.2.1.1. Endocentric Compound as Noun and Noun.
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as noun and noun as
many as 50 data, but the writer explained only 3data to be as example, and 47 data
are shown in appendix, it can be seen on the below, they are :
a. Football.(WTA, p. 10)
“Mr. DeWitt, “I don‟t come here to discuss football,” she snapped. I come
to ask to ask you why you want over my head and dissolved my
department!
N

N
Foot

N
ball

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word football is
formed from two elements that foot and ball. It has combination form noun and

noun, the word “foot” is a noun and the word “ball” is a noun. The word football
has foot is the modifier and ball as the head. Thus, it proves that football is an
endocentric compound.
b.Airline. (WTA, p.16)
All looked very distinguished in his airline pilot‟s uniform: she remem
bered that he had landed late and didn‟t have time to change.
N

N

N

Air

Line

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word football is
formed from two elements that air and line. It has combination form noun and
noun, the word “air” is a noun and the word “line” is a noun. The word airline has
air is the modifier and line as the head. Thus, it proves that airline is an
endocentric compound.
b. Matchbook.(WTA, p. 6)
She and her team provided all the supplies for the chain of hotels attached
to the Laplace health. Spas.It was up to her to produce the soaps, The
lovely line and towels, even the matchbooks and designer china in the
restaurants.
N

N
Match

N
books

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word matchbook is
formed from two elements that match and books. It has combination form noun

and noun, the word “match” is a noun and the word “books” is a noun. The word
matchbook has match is the modifier and books as the head. Thus, it proves that
matchbook is an endocentric compound.
4.2.1.2. Endocentric compound as noun and adjective form.
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as noun and adjective
form as many as 3 data, so the writer explained all to be example, it can be seen
on the below. They are:
a. Mankind.(WTA, p. 2)
Allan sighed dramatically.“then I truly cast aside, And I don‟t see any
hope for the rest of mankind”leaning again the door to the woman‟s
dressing room, she folded her arms and drawled. Mom still doesn‟t
understand our relationship.
Adj

N

Adj

Man

Kind

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word mankind is
formed from two elements that man and kind. It has combination form noun and
adjective, the word “man” is a noun and the word “kind” is an adjective. The word
mankind has man is the modifier and kind as the head. Thus, it proves that
mankind is an endocentric compound.
b. Handsome.(WTA, p. 3)
Holly grimaced at the memory. Poor mom. She had meant well but it
had a mistake from the startToo bad; he‟d been a handsome man.Horribly
insecure, but very handsome. She held up three fingers.

Adj

N
Hand

Adj
Some

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word handsome is
formed from two elements that hand and some. It has combination form noun and
noun, the word hand” is a noun and the word “some” is an adjective. The word
handsome has hand is the modifier and some as the head. Thus, it proves that
handsome is an endocentric compound.
c.Carefree. (WTA, p.21)
She saw at once that she was overdressed. He was wearing tight faded
denims, a Harvard sweat shirt, and blue track shoes. It was as if she were
seeing a different person-someone younger, more carefree.
Adj

N

Adj

Care

Free

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word carefree is formed
from two elements that care and free. It has combination form noun and adjective,
the word “care” is a noun and the word “free” is an adjective. The word
carefreehas care is the modifier and free as the head. Thus, it proves that carefree
is an endocentric compound

4.2.1.3. Endocentric compound as adjective and noun form.
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as noun and adjective
form as many as 11 data, so the writer explains 3 data to be example, 8 data are
shown in appendix, 3 can be seen on the below. They are:
a.Midnight.(WTA, p. 4)
She smiled and shocked Allan on arms. “Well, going home was a welcome
break. Anyway. I‟d been working so hard, you know. We have been
burnin g the midnight oil to get resdy for thr new boss.Blaine literary had
to throw me out of the office, or I would have missed my plane.
N

Adj
Mid

N
Night

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word midnight is
formed from two elements that midand night. It has combination form noun and
noun, the word “mid” is an adjective and the word “night” is a noun. The word
midnight has mid is the modifier and night as the head. Thus, it proves that
midnight is an endocentric compound.
b. Fullback.(WTA, p 29)
If you like. She tried to sound noncommittal, but showroom the idea of
helping him was strangely appealing. Let‟s go to the French Quarter,” he
said, l Dodging the crowds with the agility of a fullback. He went so fast
that holly, long legs and all, was forced to practically trot to keep up with
him.

N

Adj

N

Full

Back

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word fullback is
formed from two elements that full and back. It has combination form adjective
and noun, the word “full” is an adjective and the word “back” is a noun. The word
fullback has full is the modifier and back as the head. Thus, it proves that fullback
is an endocentric compound.
c. Gentleman.(WTA, p. 37)
Holly opened her mouth to tell the nice gentleman thatno that would not
be acceptable at all.
N

Adv
Gentle

N
Man

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word gentleman is
formed from two elements that gentle and man. It has combination form adjective
and noun, the word “gentle” is an adjective and the word “man” is a noun. The
word gentleman has gentle is the modifier and man as the head. Thus, it proves
that gentleman is an endocentric compound.
4.2.1.4. Endocentric compound as verb and adjective form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as verb and adjective as
many as 1 datum,itwill be as example, it can be seen on the below:

a.Threshold. (WTA, p. 51)
Can you believe this?” he demanded the handyman stood back from the
door and blain strode across the threshold. He was carrying a brown
carton over flowing with ledger books.
Adj

V

Adj

Thresh

Old

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word threshold is
formed from two elements that thresh and old. It has combination form verb and
adjective, the word “thresh” is a verb and the word “old” is a noun. The word
threshold has thresh is the modifier and old as the head. Thus, it proves that thresh
hold is an endocentric compound.
4.2.1.5. Endocentric compound as verb and noun form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as verb and noun as
many as 2 data that can be seen on the below, they are:
a.Comeback. (WTA, p. 66)
“Always ready with the comeback,” in said in a low voice.” Always ready
for a contest. “It sounded like the kind of thing her mother would accuse
her of, Holly thought as she returned her attention to the oyster.
N

V
Come

N
Back

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word comeback is
formed from two elements that come and back. It has combination form verb and
noun, the word “come” is a verb and the word “back” is a noun. The word come
back has come is the modifier and back as the head. Thus, it proves that comeback
is an endocentric compound.
b.Washcloth.(WTA, p. 141)
She hurried into bathroom and begins to sponge the spot with a
washcloth. Leaving the door ajar, she sat on the edge of the top,
surrounded by floral wallpaper
N

V
Wash

N
Cloth

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word washcloth is
formed from two elements that was hand cloth. It has combination form verb and
noun, the word “wash” is a verb and the word “cloth” is a noun. The word
washcloth has wash is the modifier and cloth as the head. Thus, it proves that
washcloth is an endocentric compound.
4.2.1.6. Endocentric compound noun and verb form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as noun and verb as
many as 2data, its will beexample, it can be seen on the below, they are:
a.Sidewalk. (WTA, p. 30)
What a city,” he breathe, as he opened his door and climbed out .Holly did
the same. Inhaling deeply and evenly when his hip brushed againt hers as
he joined her on the sidewalk.

V

N

V

Side

walk

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word sidewalk is
formed from two elements that side and walk. It has combination form noun and
verb, the word “side” is a noun and the word “walk” is a verb. The word sidewalk
has side is the modifier and walk as the head. Thus, it proves that sidewalk is an
endocentric compound.
b.Handshake.(WTA, P. 139)
DeWitt‟s handshakewas as welcoming as his wife‟s.”so my son and
heir,”Mr DeWitt went on, clapping dick on the shoulder, you‟ve decided
to descend upon us. How did you know your mother was making leg of
lamb?
V

N
Hand

V
Shake

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word handshake is
formed from two elements that hand and shake. It has combination form noun and
verb, the word “hand” is a noun and the word “shake” is a verb. The word
handshake has hand is the modifier and shake as the head. Thus, it proves that
handshake is an endocentric compound.

4.2.1.7.Endocentric compound as preposition and noun form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as preposition and noun
as many as 7data,the writer explain 3 to beexample, 4 data are shown in appendix.
3 data can be seen on the below, they are:
a. Afternoon.(WTA, p. 24)
“Afternoon, Ms. Johnson,” he said, I supposed to have you sight for
this.”
N

P

N

After

Noon

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word afternoon is
formed from two elements that after and noon. It has combination form prep and
noun, the word “after” is a prep and the word “noon” is a noun. The word
afternoon has after is the modifier and noon as the head. Thus, it proves that
afternoon is an endocentric compound.
b.Tonight.(WTA, p. 17)
I like, “ He shrugged ruefully. “I haddn‟t planned to make a pass, so to
speak, this soon in the game. It was your fault. You looked too gorgrous
tonight.”
N

P
To

N
Night

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word tonight is
formed from two elements that to and night. It has combination form pre and
noun, the word “to” is preposition and the word “night” is a noun. The word
tonight has to is the modifier and night as the head. Thus, it proves that tonight is
an endocentric compound.
c.Forward.(WTA, p. 27)
Brushing back the tenmdril that still flopped forward in her face.
N

P
For

N
Ward

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word forward is
formed from two elements that for and ward. It has combination form prep and
noun, the word “for” is a preposition and the word “ward” is a verb. The word
forward has for is the modifier and ward as the head. Thus, it proves that forward
is an endocentric compound.
4.2.1.8. Endocentric compound as verb and preposition form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as verb and noun as
many as 2 that can be seen on the below, they are:
a. Takeover.(WTA, p.4)
Well, I thought these takeover things were pretty complicated. “It‟s too
much too soon. ´she began, and her lids flickered at the double meaning
implicit in her words. But Dick, if he caught it. Let it pass without
comment.

P

V
Take

P
Over

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word takeover is
formed from two elements that take and over. It has combination form verb and
prep, the word “take” is a verb and the word over” is prep. The word takeover has
take is the modifier and over as the head. Thus, it proves that takeover is an
endocentric compound).
b. Breakfast. (WTA, p. 143)
He bussed her cheek. Oh, I‟ve fallen, princess, I‟ve fallen. Let‟s go over to
my house for breakfast instead opf hitting the cafe. I think you need
some Wheaties and milk instead of sugar-coated doughnuts and coffee.
P

V

P

Break

Fast

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word breakfast is
formed from two elements that break and fast. It has combination form verb and
prep, the word “break” is a verb and the word “fast” is a verb. The word breakfast
has break is the modifier and fast as the head. Thus, it proves that breakfast is an
endocentric compound.

4.2.1.9. Endocentric compound preposition and verb form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as preposition and verb
as many as 1 datum that can be seen on the below, they are:
a.Understand.(WTA, p. 4)
I don‟t understand you.“he interrupted. “I had you pegged a lot
differently. I figured you could run with the ball pan field. All my reports
on your work indicate impressive flexibility.
V

P

V

Under

stand

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word understand is
formed from two elements that under and stand. It has combination form prep and
verb, the word “under” is a preposition and the word “stand” is a verb. The word
understand has under is the modifier and stand as the head. Thus, it proves that
understand is an endocentric compound.
4.2.1.10. Endocentric compound as preposition and preposition form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as preposition and
preposition as many as 1 datum that can be seen on the below, they are:
a.Within. (WTA, p. 119)
She thought she would explode with the pleasure og Dick within
her,making love to her , glorying in her femininity.
P

P
With

P
In

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word within is
formed from two elements that with and in. It has combination form prep and
prep, the word “with” is a prep and the word “in” is a prep. The word within has
with is the modifier and in as the head. Thus, it proves that within is an
endocentric compound.
4.2.1.11. Endocentric compound as preposition and adverb form
Here the writer has found endocentric compound as preposition and
adverb as many as 2 data, it will be example in this research. It can be seen on the
below, they ar
a.Without.(WTA, p. 40)
He found the room and unlocked the door with one hand. Without turning
on light, he carried her to the bed and gently lowered her onto it.
Adv

P

Adv

With

Out

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word without is
formed from two elements that with and out. It has combination form prep and
adv, the word “with” is a prep and the word “out” is a verb. The word without has
with is the modifier and out as the head. Thus, it proves that without is an
endocentric compound.
b.Upward.(WTA, p. 153)
She dipped her hands down and around to the small of his back and
stroked upward, savoring the corded muscles in his back,

Adv

P

Adv

Up

Ward

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word upward is
formed from two elements that up and ward. It has combination form prep and
adv., the word “up” is a preposition and the word “ward” is adverb. The word
upward has up is the modifier and ward as the head. Thus, it proves that upward
is an endocentric compound.
Based on the finding and explaining all of the compound words above,
they are related with the Katamba‟s theory that the writer has used to explainin.
4.3. Copulative compound
4.3.1. Copulative compound as noun and noun form
Here the writer has found copulative compound as noun and noun as many
as 4 data, here the writer will explain two 2 data to be example in this
research. It can be seen on the below. They are
a. Lovemaking.(WTA, p. 37)
A reaction that he had managed to arouse in
lovemaking in the carriage.
N

N
Love

her with his expert

N
Making

From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word lovemaking is
formed from two elements that love and making. It has combination noun and

noun. The word “love” is a noun and the word “making” is a noun. The word love
is the modifier and making as the head. Thus, it proves that lovemaking is
copulative compound.
4.3.2. Copulative compound as preposition and noun form
Here the writer has found copulative compound as noun and noun as many
as 1 data, so here the writer will explain it to be example in this research. It can be
seen on the below
b.Forgetting.(WTA, p. 46)
Furius she better at him, forgetting that she was naked beneath the
coverlet.
N

P
N
For
Getting
From the three diagrams above, it can be seen that the word frgettng is
formed from two elements that for and getting. It has combination form prep and
noun, the word “for” is preposition and the word “getting” is noun. The word
forgetting has for is the modifier and as the head. Thus, it proves that upward is an
copulative compound. There are two examples compound words above found as
copulative compound in Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All novel. The writer did
not find other forms.
Based on finding all that kind of compound words above the writer has
followed that ralated based on theory by Katamba.
4.4.The meanings of compound words in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All
novel
4.4.1. Transparent meaning

4.4.1.1. Transparent Meaningas Noun and Noun Form
Here the writer has found the transparent meaning as noun and noun as
many as 27 data but here the writer will explain 3 data of 27 data to be example in
this research and 24 data are shown in appendix. So 3data its can be seen below.
They are:
a.Businessman.(WTA, p. 11)
“I‟ve seen your type before,” she cut in the true capitalist businessmann
You‟ll do anything for a buck, won‟t you? Of course you will. Especially
Since you don‟t have time to be „nice and polite‟ as you so quaintly put it!

The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word businessman is
formed from two elements that business (noun) and man (noun). It has
combination form noun and noun, the word “business” is a noun and the word
“man” is a noun. The meaning of business is the person‟s regular occupation,
profession, or trade, and man is the adult human male. Those word create a new
word businessman which meaning a person who works in commerce, especially at
executive level. So it proves that the word businessman is transparent word
meaning which the meaning can be predicted.
b.Moonlight. (WTA, p.30)
So don‟t let the magnolia blossoms and the moonlight cloud your reason.
This is business and nothing more.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word moonlight is
formed from two elements that moon (noun)and light (noun).It has combination
form noun and noun, the word “moon” is a noun and the word “light” is a noun.
The meaning of moon is the natural satellite of the earth, and light is the natural

agent that stimulates sight and makes things visible. Those words create a new
word moonlight which meaning is the light of the moon .So it prove that the word
moonlight is transparent word which the meaning can be predicted.
c.Shotgun.(WTA, p. 7)
Long, one –room “shotgun” cottage ranged behind scrolled ironwork
Fences on either side of the streets.

The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word shotubnis formed
from two elements that shot (noun) and gun (noun). It has combination form noun
and noun, the word “shot” is a noun and the word “gun” is a noun. The meaning
of shot is the firing of gun cannon, and gun is a weapon incorporating a metal tube
from which ballets, shells or other missiles are propelled by explosive force.
Those words create a new word shotgun which meaning is a smooth-hour for
firing small shot at short range .So it proves that the word shotgun is transparent
word which the meaning can be predicted
4.4.1.2. TransparentMeaning as Noun and Adjective
Here the writer has found the transparent meaning as noun and adjective as
many as 1 datum. Here the writer will explain it to be example in this research. So
data can be seen below. They are:
a.Mankind.(WTA, p. 2)
“Then I truly am cast aside.and I dont‟t see any hope for the rest of
mankind.”
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word mmankind
formed from two elements that man and kind.It has combination form noun and
adjective, the word “man” is a noun and the word “kind” is a noun. The meaning

of man is the either of the two soft,protruding organs on the upper front of
woman‟s body which secrete milk after childbirth , and kind is any of of the
pieces of hard whitish tissue making up the steleton in humans and otrher
pertebrates. Those words create a new word mankindwhich meaning is a thin; flat
bone running down the centre pf the chest, to which the ribs are attached.So
improve that the word mankind is transparent word which the meaning can be
predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.1.3. TransparentMeaning as Adjective and Noun
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas adjective and noun as
many as5data but here the writer will explain 2data of5 data to be example in this
research and 3data are shown in appendix. So,2datacan be seen below. They are:
a.Hardwood.(WTA, p. 47)
She let out a moan when the ball sailed between her legs and bounced
three timeson the hardwood floor.
The word tha underline above, it can be seen that the word hardwood is
formed from two elements that hardand woodIt has combination form adjective
and noun, the word “hard” is a noun and the word “wood” is a noun. The
meaning of hardis the either of the two soft,protruding organs on the upper front
of woman‟s body which secrete milk after childbirth , and wood is any of of the
pieces of hard whitish tissue making up the steleton in humans and otrher
pertebrates. Those word create a new word hardwoodwhich meaning is a thin, flat
bone running down the centre pf the chest, to which the ribs are attached.So It
prove that the word breastbone is transparent word which the meaning can be
predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.

b.Midnight. (WTA, p. 4)
I‟d been working so hard you know. We‟ve been burning the midnight oil
to get ready for the new boss.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word midnightis
formed from two elements that midand night . It has combination form adjective
and noun, the word “mid” is a noun and the word “night” is a noun. The meaning
of midis the midle part of position of a range, and night is the period from the
sunset to sunrise in each twenty-four hours. Those word create a new word
midnightwhich meaning is twelve o‟clock at night.So It prove that the word
midnightis transparent word which the meaning can be predicted without looking
forthe meaning of the word.
4.4.1.4. Transparent Meaning as Verb and Noun
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas verb and noun as many
as1datum.The writer will explain itto be example in this research. So itcan be seen
below:
a.Washcloth.(WTA, p.141)
She hurried into the bathroom and began to sponge the spot with a
washcloth.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word washclothis
formed from two elements that washand cloth. It has combination form verb and
noun, the word “wash” is a verb and the word “cloth” is a noun. The meaning of
washis clean with water and, typically, soap or detergent, and clothis woven or
felted fabric made from wool, cottan, or a similar fibre. Those words create a new
word washclothwhich meaning is a place for washing cloth.So it proves that the

word washcloth is transparent word which the meaning can be predicted without
looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.1.5. Transparent Meaning as Noun and Verb
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas nou and verb as many
as 3 data. The writer will its to be example in this research. So itscan be seen
below. They are:
a.Handshake.(WTA, p. 139)
Dick introduced them; Mr. DeWitt‟s handshake was welcoming as his
wife‟s.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word handshakeis
formed from two elements that handand shake. It has combination form noun and
verb, the word “hand” is a noun and the word “shake” is a verb. The meaning of
handis the end part of person‟s arm beyond the wrist, including the palm, fingers,
and thumb, and shakeis of a structureor area of land. Those word create a new
word handshakewhich meaning is an act of shaking a person‟s hand with one‟s
own as a greeting. So, it proves that the word handshakeis transparent word which
the meaning can be predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
b.Sidewalk. (WTA, p. 30)
Inhaling deeply and evently when his hip brushed against hers as he joined
her on the sidewalk
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word sidewalkis formed
from two elements that sideand walk. It has combination form noun and verb the
word “side” is a noun and the word “walk” is a verb. The meaning of siedis a
position to the left or right of an object, place, or central point, and walk is move

at a regular pace by lifting and setting down each foot in turn, never having both
feet off the ground at once. Those words create a new word sidewalkwhich
meaning is a way that is at bank.So It prove that the word sidewalk is transparent
word which the meaning can be predicted without looking forthe meaning of the
word.
4.4.1.6. Transparent Meaning as Preposition and Noun
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas preposition and nounas
many as 2 data.The writer will explain itto be example in this research. So itcan be
seen below. They are:
a.Afternoon. (WTA, p. 29)
“Afternoon, Ms. Johnson,” he said, I supposed to have you sight for
this.”
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word afternoonis
formed from two elements that “after”and “noon”. It has combination form
preposition and noun, the word “after”are a preposition and the word “noon” is a
noun. The meaning of “after”in in the time following (an event or another period
of time), and noonis twelve o‟clock in the day. Those word create a new word
afternoonwhich meaning is the time from noon otr lunchtime to evening.So It
prove that the word afternoonis transparent word which the meaning can be
predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.1.7. Tranparent Meaning as Adverb and Noun
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas adverb and noun as many
as1datum.The writer will explain it to be example in this research. It can be seen
below:

a.Outside. (WTA, p. 120)
There was a noise outside
Dick jarked his head towardthe door
The word tht underline above, it can be seen that the word outsideis
formed from two elements that outand side.It has combination form adverb and
noun, the word “out” is aadverb and the word “side” is a noun. The meaning of
outis moving or appearing to move away from a particular place,especially one
that is inclosed or hiden, and sideis a position to the left or roght an object. Those
words create a new word outside which meaning is the external side or surface of
something.So It prove that the word outsideis transparent word which the meaning
can be predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.2. OpaqueMeaning
4.4.2.1. Opaque Meaning as Noun and Noun.
Here the writer has found the opaque meaning as noun and noun as many
as36 data but here the writer will explain 2 data of34 data to be example in this
research and 13 data will be put in appendix. So its can be seen below. They are:
a.Breastbone. (WTA, p. 42)
His fingers were feather-light as he skimmed his nails from her
breastbone to the rounded.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word breastboneis
formed from two elements that Breast (noun) and bone (noun). It has combination
form noun and noun, the word “breast” is a noun and the word “bone” is a noun.
The meaning of breastis the either of the two soft,protruding organs on the upper
front of woman‟s body which secrete milk after childbirth , and bone is any of of

the pieces of hard whitish tissue making up the steleton in humans and otrher
pertebrates. Breastbone is neither a kind of breast nor a kind of bone but which is
the meaning is a thin, flat bone running down the centre of the chest, to which the
ribs are attached.So it prove that the word breastbone is opaque meaning which
the meaning can be predicted without looking the meaning of the word.
b.Cornerback. (WTA, p. 27)
“Poor! They’ve got the two best cornerbacks in the NFL!”
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word cornerbackis
formed from two elements that corner (noun) and back (noun). It has combination
form noun and noun, the word “corner” is a noun and the word “back” is a noun.
The meaning of corneris a place for angle where two sides or edges meet, and
back isthe real surface of the human body from the shouldiers to the
hips.Cornerback is neither a kind of corner nor a kind back which the meaning is
American football a defensive back positioned to the outside of the linebackers.So
It prove that the word cornerback is opaque word which the meaning cannot be
predicted without looking for the word meaning.
4.4.2.2. Opaque meaning as noun and adjective
Here the writer has found the opaque meaningas adjective and noun as
many as 1 datum. The writer will explain it to be example in this research. So, it
can be seen below:
a. Carefree. (WTA, p. 21)
It was as if she were seein g a different person-someone, more carefree.
She scrutinized his prpfile as stared aty the scoreboard.

The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word Carefreeis
formed from two elements that careand free. It has combination form noun and
adjective, the word “care” is a noun and the word “free” is aadjective. The
meaning of careis provision of wht is necessary for the health, welfar,
maintenance, and protection of someone, and freeis able to act or be done as one
wishes; not under the control of another.Carefree is neither a kind of care nor a
kind of free but whichthe meaning is free for anxiety or responsibility. So it
proves that the word Carefreeis opaque meaning which the meaning can be
predicted without looking the meaning of the word.
4.4.2.3. Opaque meaning as adjective and noun.
Here the writer has found the opaque meaningas adjective and noun as
many as 1 datum. The writer will explain it to be example in this research. So
itcan be seen below:
a. Briefcase. (WTA, p. 123)
The men traded glances, but no one spoke further as they gathered up
their notes and briefcase.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word briefcaseis
formed from two elements that briefand case. It has combination form adjective
and noun, the word “brief” is aadjective and the word “case” is a noun. The
meaning of briefis short duration; not lasting for long and caseis an intence of a
particular situation.briefcase is neither a kind of brief nor a kind of case but which
the meaning is a leather or plastic rectangular container with a handle for carrying
books and documents. So it proves that the word breastbone is opaque meaning
which the meaning can be predicted without looking forthe meaning of the word.

4.4.2.4. Opaque meaning as verb and adjective.
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningverb and adjective as
many as 1 datum.The writer will explain it to be example in this research. So,
itcan be seen below:
a.Threshold. (WTA, p. 51)
“Can you believe this? He demanded The handyman stood back from the
door and Blaine strode across the threshold. He was crying a brown c
anton overflowingwith ledger books.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word thresholdis
formed from two elements that threshand old. It has combination form verb and
adjective, the word “thresh” is a verb and the word “old” is adjective. The
meaning of threshis separate grain from typically with flail or by the action of
revolving mechanism, and oldis having lived for a long time; no loger young.
Threshold is neither a kind of thresh nor a kind of old but which the meaning is a
strip of wood or stone forming the bottom of adoorway and crossed in entering a
house or room. So it proves that the word thresholdis opaque meaning which the
meaning can be predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.2.5. Opaque meaning as verb and noun
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas verb and noun as
many as 1 datum. The writer will explain itto be example in this research. So,it
can be seen below:
a.Interview.(WTA, p 32)
I thought so well, I‟ll admit I was suprised at you. But I‟d already decided
to give the job.”you had ?when?” without an interview?without even
meetingher?

The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word interviewis
formed from two elements that interand view. It has combination form verb and
noun, the word “inter” is a verb and the word “view” is a noun. The meaning of
interis place (a corpse) in a grave or tomb, typically with funeral rites, and view is
the ability to see something or to be seen from. Interview is neither a kind of inter
nor a kind of view but which the meaning a meeting of people face to face,
especially for consultation. So it proves that the word interviewis opaque meaning
which the meaning can be predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.

4.4.2.6. Opaque meaning as noun and verb
Here the writer has found the transparent meaningas noun and verb as
many as 1 datum. The writer will explain itto be example in this research. So
itcan be seen below
a. Armrest. (WTA, p. 30)
Holly clenched the laeather upholsky desperately with her laft hand and
gripped the armrest with her right.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word armrestis
formed from two elements that armand rest. It has combination form noun and
verb, the word “arm” is a noun and the word “rest” is a verb. The meaning of
armeach of the twob upper limbs of the human body from the sjoulder to the
hand, and restis cease work or movement in iorder to relax, sleep, or recover
strength. armrest is neither a kind of arm nor a kind of rest but which the meaning
is a padded or upholstered arm of a char or other seat on which a sitter can

comportab ly. So, it proves that the word armrestis opaque meaning which the
meaning cannot be predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.2.7. Opaque meaning as preposition and noun
Here the writer has found the opaque meaning preposition noun as many
as 6 data. But the writer will explain 2 of 6 to be example in this research.4 dara
will be put in appenix. So 2 data can be seen below, they are:
a.Upward.(WTA, p. 153)
Before she reached the firm swell of his chest, she dipped her hands down
and around to the small of his back and stroked upward, savoring the
corded muscles in back,
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word upwardis
formed from two elements that upand ward. It has combination form preposition
and noun, the word “up” is a preposition and the word “ward” is a noun. The
meaning of upis toward a higher place or position, and wardis a separate room in
hospital.Upward is neither a kind of up nor a kind of ward but which the
meaningsa towards a higher place, poiunt, and level. So, It prove that the word
upward is opaque meaning which the meaning cannot be predicted without
looking for the meaning of the word.
b.Tonight. (WTA, p. 17)
“I like, “He shrugged ruefully. “I haddn‟t planned to make a pass, so to
speak, this soon in the game. It was your fault. You looked too gorgrous
tonight.”
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word tonightis
formed from two elements that toand night. It has combination form
prepositionand noun, the word “to”is a preposition and the word “night” is a

noun. The meaning of tois expressing motion in the direction of (a particular
location), and nightis the period from sunset to sunrise in each twenry-four
hours.Tonight is neither a kind of to nor a kind of night but which is the meaning
is a on the present or approaching evening or night. So itproves that the word
tonightis opaque meaning which the meaning cannot be predicted without looking
for the meaning of the word.
4.4.2.8. Opaque meaning as preposition and verb
Here the writer has found the topaque meaningas preposition and verb as
many as 5 data. But the writer will explain 2 datato be example in this research. 3
data will put in appendix. So 2 can be seen below, they are:
a. Underwear.(WTA, p. 161)
“Moi?” he said monckingly. “Mr. Romeao? Give me a break.” Patting her
bottom, he began to pull on his underwear.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word underwearis
formed from two elements that underand wear. It has combination form
preposition and verb, the word “under” is a preposition and the word “wear” is a
verb. The meaning of underis extendinfg or directly below, and wearis on one‟s
body as clothing, decoration, or protrction. underwear is neither a kind of
undernor a kind of wear but which the meaning is clothing worm under other
clothes, typically next to the skin. So it proves that the word underwear isopaque
meaning which the meaning cannot be predicted without looking for the meaning
of the word.

4.4.2.9. Opaque meaning as preposition and adverb
Here the writer has found the opaque meaningas preposiyion and adverb as
many as1datum. The writer will explain itto be example in this research. So, itcan
be seen below:
a.Without.(WTA, p. 58)
“She began, and her lids flickered at the double meaning implicit in her
words. But Dick, if she caught it, let it pass without comment.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word withoutis
formed from two elements that withand out. It has combination form preposition
and adverb, the word “with” is a prepositon and the word “out” is aadverb. The
meaning of withis accampanied by (another person or thing), and outis moving or
appearing. Withoutis neither a kind of with nor a kind of out but which the
meaning is a conjunction archaic or dialect without it being the case that. So it
proves that the word withoutis opaque meaning which the meaning cannot be
predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.4.2.10. OpaqueMeaning as noun and preposition
Here the writer has found the opaque meaningas verb and noun as many as
1 datum. The writer will explain itto be example in this research. So itcan be seen
below:
a.Businesslike. (WTA, p. 19)
The blue did wonders for her hair, accentuating its minight_black luster
And the tweet was claasy-at once busineslike and casual.
The word that underline above, it can be seen that the word breastboneis
formed from two elements that businessand like. It has combination form noun

and preposition, the word “business” is a noun and the word “like” is a
preposition. The meaning of business is a person‟s regular occupation, prefession,
or trade, and likeis having the same characteristics or qualities as: similar to.
Busineeslike is neither a kind of business nor a kind of like but which is having or
indicatng an efficient, practical, and systematic approach to ojne‟s work or a task.
So it proves that the word businessis opaque meaning which the meaning cannot
be predicted without looking for the meaning of the word.
4.5. The positionof compound words in Nancy Holder’s Winner Take All
novel.
4.5.1. Compound words appear after parts of speech
4.5.1.1. Appear after verb
Here the writer has found compound words appear after verb as many as 7
data, but the writer explained only 3 data to be as example, and 4 data shown in
appindex, its can be seen on the below, they are :
a.like.(WTA, p. 7)
There wass another burst of ligtning. The room was cast in a gauzy light,
almost like moonlight, that glowed on Dick‟s face as he lowered, her onto
the steps,
From the word underlineabove, it can be seen that the word moonlight is
formed

from

two

elements

that

moon

and

light.

It

has

appeared

after“like”beacause “like” is a verb. The class of compound word above is a noun
compound. It proves that the verb can be followed by noun and pronoun. So
moonlight is a kind of noun.

b.discuss.(WTA, p. 10)
“Mr. DeWitt, “I don‟t come here to discuss football,” she snapped come
to ask to ask you why you want over my head and dissolved my
department!
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word football is
formed from two elements that foot and ball. It has appeared after“discuss”
beacause “discuss” is a verb. The class of compound word above is a noun
compound. It proves that the verb can be followed by noun and pronoun. So
fotball is a kind of noun.
c.Stroke. (WTA, p. 153)
She dipped her hands down and around to the small of his back and stroked
upward, savoring the corded muscles in his back, in indentation of his spine.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word upward is
formed

from

two

elements

that

moon

and

light.

It

has

appeared

after“stroked”beacause “stroked” is a verb. The class of compound word above
is a noun compound. It proves that the verb can be followed by noun and pronoun.
So upward is a kind of noun.
4.5.1.2. Appear after adjective
Here the writer has found compound words appear after adjective as many
as 7 data, but the writer explained only 3 data to be as example, and 4 data would
be put in appendx, it can be seen on the below, they are:
a. Innocent. (WTA, p. 45)
She turned her head to hide the blush on her cheeks. Damn it, she wasn‟t
an innocent schoolgirl! She was a successful businesswoman with her life
under control.

From the underline word above, it can be seen that the word schoolgilris
formed from two elements that schooland girl. It has appeared after
adjective“innocent”. The class of compound word is a noun compound. An
adjective should be followed by noun. So schoolgirl is a kind of noun.
b. Cold.(WTA p. 49)
“Cold, sweetheart?” he asked, and she shook her head without speaking.
He cupped her chin with his hand and brushed her hair away from her
forehead with the other.
From the underline word above, it can be seen that the word sweetheart is
formed from two elements that sweet and heart. It has appeared after
adjective“cold”. The class of compound word is a noun compound. An adjective
should be followed by noun. So sweetheart is a kind of noun.
c. Floral. (WTA,p. 141)
Leaving the door ajar, she sat on the edge of the tub, surrounded by floral
wallpaper, and nearly knocked over a gargantuan vase filled with dozens
of roses made of tissue paper.
From the underline word above, it can be seen that the word wallpaper is
formed from two elements that wall and paper. It has appeared after
adjective“floral”. The class of compound word is a noun compound. An adjective
should be followed by noun. So wallpaper is a kind of noun
4.5.1.3. Appear after preposition
Here the writer only has found compound words appear as preposition“of”
those are as many as 4 data, but the writer explained only 3 data to be as example,
and 2 data shown in appendix, its can be seen on the below, they are:

1. As preposition “Of”
a.Of. (WTA, p. 2)
“Then I truly am cast aside.and I dont‟t see any hope for the rest of
mankind.”
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word mankind is
formed from two elements that man and kind. It has appeared after“of” beacause
“of” is a preposition. The class of compound word above is a noun compound. It
proves that preposition can be followed by noun and pronoun. So mankind is a
kind of noun.
a.Of. (WTA, p. 46)
“Look, I am sap. I am into abuse. I am talking about good old physical
exercise. Johnson, I am challenging you to a game of racquetball.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word racquetball is
formed from two elements that racquet and ball. It has appeared
after“of”beacause “of” is a preposition. The class of compound word above is a
noun compound. It proves that preposition can be followed by noun and pronoun.
So racquetball is a kind of noun.
e.Of. (WTA, p. 37)
“Holly, answer me, “he ordered, and she saw that his eyes had darkened to
the color of thunderhead, gray and serious. “you know what‟s happening
between us.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word thunderhead
is formed from two elements that thunder and head. It has appeared after“of”
beacause “of” is a preposition. The class of compound word above is a noun

compound. It proves that preposition can be followed by noun and pronoun. So
mankind is a kind of noun.
4.6. Compound words appear after possesive adjective
Here are example compound words appear after possessive adjective such
as: my, your, their, his and her. It can be seen below, they are:
4.6.1. After possesive adjective “My”
Here the writer has found compound words appear after possesive
adjective “my” as many as 1 datum. It can be seen below:
a. My. ( WTA, p. 38)
”I‟d hardly call the place d‟Armes sordid,” Dick rejoined, smiling nodding
at the man. “Asked him. It‟s in my guidebook.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word guidebookis
formed from two elements that guide and book. It has appeared possessive
adjective “my" which possessive adjective is an adjective, The class of compound
word is a noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So guidebook is
a kind of noun.
4.6.2. After possesive adjective “your”
Here the writer has found compound words appear after possesive
adjective “your” as many as 2 data. It can be seen below:
a. Your. (WTA, p. 48)
“Speaking of workouts, are you going to let me serve that ball? Or are you
going to put it in your scrapbook as a souvenir of our first date?”
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word guidebookis
formed from two elements that scrap andbook. It has appeared possessive

adjective “your “which possessive adjective is an adjective. The class of
compound word is a noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So
scrapbook is a kind of noun.
b.Your. (WTA p. 35)
Don‟t be coy. You know what I am refering to. I am not your girlfriend
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word guidebookis
formed from two elements that scrap andbook. It has appeared possessive
adjective “your" which possessive adjective is an adjective; the class of
compound word is a noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So
scrapbook is a kind of noun.
4.6.3.After possesive adjective “Their”
Here the writer has found compound words appear after possesive
adjective “their” as many as 1 datum. It can be seen below:
a.Their. (WTA), p. 40)
“Oh, look, Ma. “The man sighed, patting his wife‟s arm. “They must be on
their honeymoon!”
From the word above, it can be seen that the word honeymoonis formed
from two elements that honeyand moon. It has appeared after possesive adjective
which the class of word is a noun compound. Object of preposition can be
followed by noun. So honeymoon is a kind of noun.
4.6.4.After possesive adjective “his”
Here the writer has found compound words appear after possesive
adjective “his” as many as 6 data. But the write only explain 2 to be example and
4data will put on appendix.It can be seen below:

a. His. (WTA, p.35)
His forehead creased as he focused all his vubrant energy into exploring
here.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word forehead is
formed from two elements that fore and head. It has appeared possessive adjective
“his"which possessive adjective is an adjective;the class of compound word is a
noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So forehead is a kind of
noun.
b. His. (WTA, p.35)
His fingertips following the blazing path. Holly‟s nipples hardened againt
the lace of her bra.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word fingertips is
formed from two elements that finger and tips. It has appeared possessive
adjective “his"which possessive adjective is an adjective; the class of compound
word is a noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So a fingertip is
a kind of noun.
4.6.5. After possesive adjective “Her”
Here the writer has found compound words appear after possesive
adjective “her” as many as 4 data. But the write only explain 2 to be example and
2 data will put on appendix.It can be seen below:
a. Her.(WTA, p. 42)
His fingers were feather-light as he scimmed his nails from her
breastbone to rounded softness that welled up on either side.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word breastbone is
formed from two elements that breast and bone. It has appeared possessive

adjective “her"which possessive adjective is an adjective; the class of compound
word is a noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So breastbone is
a kind of noun.
b.Her. (WTA, p.49)
She wondered if she looked as shocked by her outburst as he did. You
give up,”
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word outburst is
formed from two elements that out and burst. It has appeared possessive adjective
“her"which possessive adjective is an adjective; the class of compound word is a
noun compound. Possessive must be followed by noun. So outburst is a kind of
noun. Based on all examples above, they are kind of possessive adjectives in
English but the writer did not find kind of possessive adjective as “our”.
4.7. Compound words appear after the articles
Here the writer has found compound words appear after the articles“an”
as many as 1 data, “a” as many as 9 data, and “the” as many as 16 data. but the
writer explained as aticle “an” 1 data, article “a” 3 data, and as article “the” 3 data
to be as example. Then others data would be put in appendix, it can be seen on the
below, they are:
4.7.1. After article “an”
The compound words after the article “an” is 1 word in this novel that the
writer has found, it can be seen below:
a. an. (WTA, p. 32)
“You had? When?” Without an Interview? Without even meeting her?
“I look at book. You keep great books,” he added, making it sound
lascivious.

From the word underlineabove, it can be seen that the word interview is
formed from two elements that inter and view. It has appeared after the article
“an“which the “an”is one of article, the class of compound word above is a noun
compound. The article “an” is an adjective. It proves that An adjective should be
followed by a noun.
4.7.2. After article “a”
The writer has found the compound words after the article “a” are as many
as 9 words in this novel, but the writer put only 3 words to be example, then 6
words put in appendix, 3 words can be seen below.
a. a.(WTA, p. 21)
She scrutinized his profile as he stared at the scoredboard. He was as
rugged as a figure carved on a hillside. Thevivid intensity of his gaze
reminded her of herself.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word hillsideis
formed from two elements that hilland side. It has appeared after the article “a”
which the“a” is one of article; the class of compound word above is a noun
compound. The article “a” is an adjective. It proves that an adjective can be
followed
a noun.
b. a.(WTA, p. 126)
Smiling consparatorially at Dick and Holly . fathner beyond, a black man
stood in profile, palying the trumpet beneath a streetlamp.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word neighborhoris
formed from two elements that streetand lamp. It has appeared after the article

“a” which the“a” is one of article; the class of compound word above is a noun
compound. The article “a” is an adjective. It proves that an adjective can be
followed by a noun.
a. a.(WTA, p. 125)
“Nice, Eh?” Dick asked, as if to echo her musings,. On te river a
steamboat hooted in the darkness, its call rebounding of the bank like
acalliope.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word steamboat is
formed from two elements that steamand boat. It has appeared after the article “a”
which the“a” is one of article; the class of compound word above is a noun
compound. The article “a” is an adjective. It proves thatan adjective can be
followed by a noun.
4.7.3. Afterarticle “the”
The writer has found the compound words after the article “the” are as
many as 16 words in this novel, but the writer put only 2 words to be example,
then 14 words put in appendix, 2 words can be seen below:
a. The.(WTA, p. 133)
“There goes the neighborhood, “ Dick said, Picking up the champage
bottle an un wrapping the write that restrainedthe cork. “ now, as I was
saying-“
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word neighborhoris
formed from two elements that neighborand hood. It has appeared after the article
“the” which the“the” is one of article; the class of compound word above is a
noun compound. The article “the” is an adjective. It provesthat an adjective
should be followed by a noun.

b.The. (W TA, p.126)
Escorting her throughtthe maze of tablesand chairs and heading for the
stairway that led to the top of the levee, Dick harried along at his usual
rapid face.
From the word underline above, it can be seen that the word stairway is
formed from two elements that stairand way. It has appeared after the article
“the” which the“the” is one of article; the class of compound word above is a
noun compound. The article “the” is an adjective. It proves that an adjective
should be followed by a noun. Based on the finding compound words position
above . it ralated to Jeremy Harmer theory that the writer had follewed.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1. Conclusion
From the research that has been done the analysis of compound words in
Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All novel. The writer concludes that:
1. There are threekinds of compound words. They are endocentrix,
copulative, and exocentric compound. Endocentric compound are eleven
kinds, copulative compound is two kinds, but the writer only found
twokindsof compound words in the novel are endocentrix compound and
copulative compound. Endocentrix compound such as: form as noun and
noun are fifty data, noun and adjective are three data, adjective and noun
are eleven data, verb and adjective is one datum, verb and noun are two
data, noun and verb are two data, preposition and noun are 7data, asverb
and preposition aretwo data, preposition and verb is one datum,
preposition and preposition is one datum, and preposition and adverb are
two data. Then, capulative compound are noun and noun are four data.
So, based on kinds of compound above, the writer do not find kinds of
copulative compound are noun and adjective, adjective and noun, noun
and adjective, verb and adjective, verb and noun, noun and verb,
preposition and noun, verb and preposition, preposition and verb. Mostly
apear in this novel kinds of endocentric compound as noun and noun
namely fourty words.

2. The meaning of compound words are transparent meaning and opaque
meaning. Kinds of transparent meaning are noun and noun are twenty
seven data, noun and adjective is onedatum, adjective and nounare five
data, verb and noun is one datum, noun and verb two data, preposition
and noun are one datum, adverb and noun is one datum. Kinds of opaque
meaning are noun and noun are thirty six data, noun and adjective one
datum, adjective and noun is one datum, verb and adjective is one datum,
verb and noun is one datum, noun and verb is one datum, preposition and
noun are six data, preposition and verb is one datum, preposition and
adverb is one datum, preposition and adverb is one datum, noun and
preposition is one datum. Based on the conclusion of compound word
meanings above , the writer do not find kinds of transparent meaning are
verb and preposition, preposition and preposition, preposition and
adjective, adverb and adjective, and adverb and preposition. Then based
on kinds of meaning of compound above, mostly appear in the novel
kinds of transparent meaning as noun and noun namely twenty seven data.
Then in kinds of opaque meaning are noun and noun are thirty six data,
noun and adjective one datum, noun and adjective is one datum, adjective
and noun is one datum, verb and adjective is one datum, verb and noun is
one datum, noun and verb is one datum, preposition and noun are six data,
preposition and verb is one datum, preposition and adverb is one datum,
noun and preposition is one datum.

3. The position of compound words in the novel. There are three the position
of compound words that the writer found in this novel such as:
(1)cimpound words appear after parts of speech.Namely, after “verb” as
many as six words, after “adjective” as many as six words, and after
“preposition” as many as five words, (2) ccompound words appear after
possessive adjective. Namely, after “my” as many as onedatum, after
“your” as many astwodata, after “their” as many as one dtum, after
“his” as many as six data, after “her” as many asfour data, (3)
ccompound words appear after articles. Namely, after “an” as many as
one datum, after “a” as many as ninedata, and after “the” as many as
sixteen data. Based on conclusion about the position of compound above
the writer does not find the position of compound as compound appear
after pronoun, compound appear after adverb, compound appear after
conjunction, compound appear after interjuction, then compound appear
after possessive adjective “our”
5.2. Suggestion
The writer would to suggest to the next researchers especially who want to
analyze compound word in literary work to understand well about compound
words. Compound word seems easy but it needs deeper understanding. Also. The
writer would like to suggest to the next researchers to analyze compound word not
only from the novel, movie or song but also from the new media or object such as
advertisement, audio scrip, and news.

The Nancy Holder‟s Winner Take All novel is published in January 1984
by Batam Books love swept #30, mass market paperback, 180 pages. In this thesis
the writer has found eleven kind of endocentric compound and one kind of
copulative compound. So the writer suggests to the next researcher who takes the
title of compound word to analyze should be other forms that have not found yet.
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APPENDIX
TABLE I.. INSTRUMENTS ANALYSIS DOCUMENT
NO

Variable Of Analysis

1

Compound Words

NO

Variable Of
Analysis

Aspect Of Analysis
1. Kinds of compound words
2. Meaning of compound
words
3. Position of compound
words

Aspect Of Analysis

Indicators

Kinds of compound words

1. Endocentric
compound

1.

Compound words
2. Copulative compound

3. Exocentric compound

Compound that can
be categorized that
compound has
head and modifier
or compound
indicates a subgrouping within the
class of entities
that the head
denotes
or copulative
compound is
compound that has
two words which
are couple or
conjoined
Compound that can
be not categorized
that compound has
no head and
modifier or
Exocentric
compound is
headless
compounds which
do not contain an

element that
function as the
semantic head
which is modified
by the non-head
element.
Kinds compound words
meaning

1. Transparent meaning
2

Compound words

2. Opaque meaning

Transparent words
are the meanings of
the words can be
predicted from the
each constituents
of the word. For
example
Opaque words are
the meaning is not
predictable to be
determined from
the meaning of
their constituents

Position of compound words
1. Appear after part of
speech

3

Compound words

2. Appear after
possessive adjectives

3. Appear after articles

Compound that
position is between
on e of part such as
noun, pronoun,
verb, adjective,
adverb,
conjunction,
preposition, and
interjection.
Compound that
position appear
between one of
part possessive
such as my, your,
our, their, her,and
his.
Compound that
appear between
one of part articles
such as a, an, and
the.

APPENDIX
TABLE II. COMPOUND WORD FORMS IN NANCY HOLDER‟S WINNER TAKE ALL NOVEL
COMPOUND WORD FORM

NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

1.

Armrest

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Airbrush
Become
Businesslike
Breastbone
Bedspread



7.
8.
9.
10.

Boardroom
Backbone
Bedroom
Businessman






11.

Briefcase

12.
13.
14.

Backwoodsy
Bathrobe
Courtyard

15.

Candlelight

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

P
N

Adv
N

Adj
Adj

V
Adj

N
P

P
Adj

Adv Adv
V Adv

P
P

NOTE



WTA, p. 30



WTA, p. 97
WTA, p. 3
WTA, p 15
WTA, p. 42
WTA, p. 42



WTA, p. 92
WTA, p. 75
WTA, p. 88
WTA, p. 111






N
Adj

WTA, p. 123
WTA, p. 130
WTA, p. 141
WTA, p. 34
WTA, p. 60

COMPOUND WORD FORM

NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

16.
17.
18.

Counterpoint
Carefully
Crawfish

19.
20.
21.

Childhood
Doorway
Downtown

22.

Eyebrows

23.
24.
25.

Fullback
Forefinger
Guidebook

26.

Grandmother

27.

Hallway

28.

Handyman

29.

Honeymoon



WTA, p. 40

30.

Neighborhood



WTA, p. 133

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

P
N

Adv
N









N
Adj

Adj
Adj

V
Adj

N
P

P
Adj

Adv Adv
V Adv

P
P

NOTE
WTA, p. 36
WTA, p. 83
WTA, p. 99
WTA, p. 131
WTA, p. 151
WTA, p. 129
WTA, p. 140




WTA, p. 29
WTA, p. 145
WTA, p. 38



WTA, p. 57




WTA, p. 133



WTA, p.153

COMPOUND WORD FORM

NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Ironwork
Interview
Jawline
Lipstick
Moonlight
Masterfully



37.

Manhood



38.
39.
40.

Outburst
Overflowing
Outside

41.
42.
43.
44.

Overwhelming
Overstuffed
Quarterback
Riverbank

45.

Showroom

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

P
N

Adv
N

N
Adj

Adj
Adj

V
Adj

N
P

P
Adj

Adv N
V Adv







P
P

NOTE
WTA, p. 32
WTA, p. 32
WTA, p. 117
WTA, p. 103
WTA, p. 37
WTA, p. 41
WTA, p 146










WTA, p. 49
WTA, p. 51
WTA, p. 120
WTA, p. 106
WTA, p. 139
WTA, p. 51
WTA, p. 175
WTA, p. 29

NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

COMPOUND WORD FORM
NN

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

P
N

Adv
N

N
Adj

Adj
Adj

V
Adj

N
P

P
Adj

Adv N
V Adv

P
P

NOTE

46.

Sightseeing



WTA, P.

47.

Schoolgirl



WTA, p. 45

48.

Scrapbook



WTA, p. 45

49.

Sweetheart

50.

Steamboat



WTA, p. 125

51.

Stairway



WTA, p.126

52.

Streetlamp



WTA, p.126

53.

Skyscraper



WTA, p.129

54.

Sunlight



WTA, p. 159

55.

Touchdown

56.

Townhouse

57.

Thunderhead

58.

Tomorrow



WTA, p. 132

59.

Toward



WTA, p. 49

60.

Teamwork



WTA, p.48



WTA, p.21






WTA, p 34
WTA, p. 37

WTA, p. 114

COMPOUND WORD FORM

NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

61.

Underline



WTA, p. 83

62.

Underthings



WTA, p. 90

63.

Printout

64.

Watercolor



WTA, p. 32

65.

Womanhood

WTA, p. 118

66.

Workman




67.

Goodbye

68.

Neighborhood

WTA, p. 133

69.
70.

Forget
Today

WTA, p.45
WTA, p.53

71.

Underwear

72.

Workday



WTA, p. 161

73.

Typewriter



WTA, p. 23

74.

Newsweek



WTA, p.43

75.

Earlobe



WTA, p.124

76.

Shotgun



WTA, p.21

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

P
N

Adv
N

N
Adj

Adj
Adj

V
Adj

P
V

P
Adj

V
N
Adv Adv



P
P

NOTE

WTA, p. 151

WTA, p. 51



WTA, p.157




WTA, p. 53
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TABLE III. KINDS OF COMPOUND IN NANCY HOLDER‟S WINNER TAKE ALL NOVEL
KINDS OF COMPOUND
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

1.

Airbrush

2.
3.
4.
5.

Businesslike
Breastbone
Bedspread
Boardroom

6.
7.
8.
9.

Backbone
Bedroom
Businessman
Briefcase

10.

Backwoodsy

11.
12.
13.

Bathrobe
Courtyard
Candlelight

14.

Highlighting

NOTE
ENDOCENTRIC
N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

COPULATIVE
P
V

N
N



N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

P
V

P
P

V
N

WTA, p. 30
WTA, p. 3



WTA, p. 42
WTA, p. 42
WTA, p. 92
WTA, p. 75








WTA, p. 88
WTA, p. 111
WTA, p. 123
WTA, p. 130







WTA, p. 141
WTA, p. 34
WTA, p. 60
WTA, p. 30



WTA, p. 159

KINDS OF COMPOUND
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

ENDOCENTRIC
N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

COPULATIVE
P
N

P
V

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

NOTE

16.

Counterpoint

N
N


P
V

P
P

V
N

17.

Crawfish



WTA, p. 99

18.

Childhood



WTA, p. 131

19.

Doorway



WTA, p. 151

20.

Downtown



WTA, p. 129

21.

Eyebrows



WTA, p. 140

22.

Forefinger

23.

Guidebook

24.

Grandmother

25.

Hallway

26.

Handyman

27.

Honeymoon



WTA, p. 40

28.

Neighborhood



WTA, p. 133

29.

Goodbye

WTA, p. 36




WTA, p. 145
WTA, p. 38




WTA, p. 157
WTA, p. 133





WTA, p.153

WTA, p. 157

KINDS OF COMPOUND
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

ENDOCENTRIC
N
N

N
Adj

Ad
jN

N
V

P
N

NOTE

COPULATIVE
V
N

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

P
V

P
P

V
N

30.

Ironwork



WTA, p. 32

31.

Interview



WTA, p. 32

32.

Jawline



WTA, p. 117

33.

Lipstick



WTA, p. 103

34.

Manhood



WTA, p. 146

35.

Overflowing

36.

Outside

37.

Overwhelming

38.

Quarterback



WTA, p. 51

39.

Riverbank



WTA, p. 175

40.

Showroom

41.

Wallpaper



WTA, p. 51
WTA, p. 120






WTA, p. 106

WTA, p. 29
WTA, p. 141

KINDS OF COMPOUND
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

42.

Sightseeing

43.
44.

Schoolgirl
Scrapbook

45.

Sweetheart

46.

Steamboat

47.

Stairway

48.
49.
50.

Streetlamp
Skyscraper
Sunlight

51.
52.
53.

Touchdown
Townhouse
Thunderhead

54.

Tomorrow

55.
56.
57.
58.

Toward
Teamwork
Overwhelming
Overflowing

ENDOCENTRIC
N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

COPULATIVE
P
V

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

NOTE
P
V

P
P

V
N
WTA, p.




WTA, p. 45
WTA, p. 45



WTA, p.48







WTA, p. 125
WTA, p.126
WTA, p.126
WTA, p.129
WTA, p. 159
WTA, p. 21
WTA, p. 34
WTA, p. 37






WTA, p. 132





WTA, p. 49
WTA, p. 114
WTA, p. 106
WTA, p. 106

KINDS OF COMPOUND
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

ENDOCENTRIC
N
N

59

Underline

60
61
62

Underthings
Printout
Watercolor

63

Womanhood

64

Workman

65

Goodbye

66

Neighborhood

67

Forget

68

Today

69

Workday

70

Typewriter

71

N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

NOTE

COPULATIVE
P
N

P
V

N
N




N
Adj

Adj
N

N
V

P
N

P
V

P
P

V
N
WTA, p. 83
WTA, p. 90
WTA, p. 151
WTA, p. 32





WTA, p. 118
WTA, p. 51



WTA, p.157



WTA, p. 133
WTA, p. 21



WTA, p.53
WTA, p. 161

Newsweek





72

Earlobe



WTA, p.124

73

Overwhelming

WTA, p. 23
WTA, p.43



WTA, p. 106

APPENDIX
TABLE IV.KINDS OF COMPOUND WORD MEANING IN NANCY HOLDER‟S WINNER TAKE ALL
NOVEL
KINDS OF COMPOUND WORD MEANINGS
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Teamwork
Townhouse
Tonight
Stoplight
Forehead
Doorway
Earlobe
Forefinger

9.

Fingertips

10.

Sunlight

11.

Football

12.

Weekend

13.
14.
15.

Airline
Forward
Airbrush

TRANSPARENT
N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

OPAQUE
N
V

P
V

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

NOTE
P
V

P
N














WTA, p. 114
WTA, p. 34
WTA, p. 40
WTA, p. 159
WTA, p. 35
WTA, p. 151
WTA, p. 124
WTA, p. 145
WTA, p. 35
WTA, p. 159
WTA, p. 10
WTA, p. 11





P
V

WTA, p. 32
WTA, p. 58
WTA, p. 97

KINDS OF COMPOUND WORD MEANINGS
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

TRANSPARENT
N
N

16.
17.
18.

Bedspread
Boardroom
Backbone

19.

Backwoods

20.

Backroom

21.

Breakfast

22.
23.

Counterpoint
Courtyard

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Candlelight
Crawfish
Childhood
Downtown
Eyebrow

29.

Lovemaking

30

Forgetting

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

OPAQUE
N
V

P
V

N
N







N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

NOTE
P
V

P
N

P
p
WTA, p. 43
WTA, p. 44
WTA, p.75
WTA, p. 130
WTA, p. 100












WTA, p.143
WTA, p. 36
WTA, p. 34
WTA, p. 60
WTA, p. 99
WTA, p. 131
WTA, p. 129
WTA, p. 140
WTA, p. 37
WTA, p. 46

KINDS OF COMPOUND WORD MEANINGS
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

TRANSPARENT
N
N

30.

Fullback

31.
32.
33.

Gentleman
Guidebook
Grandmother

34.

Hallway

35.

Handyman

36.

Honeymoon

37.

Highlighting

38.

Ironwork

39.

Jawline

40.

Lipstick

41.

Matchbook

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

OPAQUE
N
V

P
V

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

NOTE
P
V

P
N

P
p
WTA, p. 29



WTA, p. 37
WTA, p. 38
WTA, p. 157





WTA, p. 39




WTA, p. 40




WTA, p. 159
WTA, p. 32





WTA, p. 53

WTA, p. 117
WTA, p. 103
WTA, p. 6

KINDS OF COMPOUND WORD MEANINGS
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

TRANSPARENT
N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

OPAQUE
N
V

P
V

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

NOTE
P
V

P
N

P
p

43.

Manhood



WTA, p. 146

44.

Overflowing



WTA, p. 106

45.

Outline

46.

Overwhelming

47.

Quarterback

48.

Riverbank

49.

Showroom

50.

Sightseeing

51.

Schoolgirl

52.

Scrapbook

53.

Sweetheart

54.

Steamboat

WTA, p. 70




WTA, p. 106
WTA, p. 51
WTA, p. 175



WTA, p. 26




WTA, p. 31
WTA, p. 45




WTA, p. 48
WTA, p. 87



WTA, p. 125

KINDS OF COMPOUND WORD MEANINGS
NO

COMPOUND
WORDS

55

Streetlamp

56

Skyscraper

57

Sunlight

58

Takeover

59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Touchdown
Thunderhead
Tomorrow
Toward
Understand
Underline
Watercolor

66
67

Womanhood
Workman

68

Neighborhood

TRANSPARENT
N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

OPAQUE
P
N

N
N

N
Adj

Adj
N

V
N

N
V

NOTE
P
V

P
N



P
P
WTA, p.126



WTA, p.129



WTA, p.159
WTA, p.4









WTA, p.21
WTA, p. 37
WTA, p.132
WTA, p.49
WTA, p.11
WTA, p. 83
WTA, p. 34



WTA, p.118
WTA, p.51



WTA, p.133



APPENDIX
TABLE V. POSITION OF COMPOUND IN NANCY HOLDER‟S WINNER TAKE ALL NOVEL
POSITION OF COMPOUND
NO

APPEAR AFTER PARTS OF SPEECH

COMPOUND WORDS
N

Pro

V

Adj

Adv

P

Conj

NOTE
Inter

1.

Gentleman



WTA, p. 93

2.

Bathrobe



WTA, p. 141

3.

Racquetball



WTA, p. 46

4.

Underline



WTA, p. 83

6.

Airbrush



WTA, p.97

7.

Without



WTA, p. 58

8.

Hillside



WTA, p. 24

9.

Fullback



WTA, p. 29

10.

sweatband



WTA, p. 46

11.

Manhood



WTA, p. 141

POSITION OF COMPOUND WORDS
NO

APPEAR AFTER POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE

COMPOUND

My

Your

Their

his

NOTE

Her

1.

Sweatband



WTA, p. 65

2.
3.

Forefinger



WTA, p.145

Backbone



WTA, p.75

5.

Lipstick



WTA, p.103

6.

Earlobe

7.

Childhood



WTA, p.131

8.

Underwear



WTA, p. 161

WTA, p. 124

POSITION OF COMPOUND WORDS
NO

APPEAR AFTER ARTICLES

COMPOUND

a

An

NOTE

The

1.
2.

Showroom



WTA, p. 34

Fullback



WTA, p. 29

3.
4.
5.

Sidewalk
Brotherhood
Counterpoint

6.

Boardroom



WTA, p. 86

7.

Hardwood



WTA, p. 47

8.

Threshold



WTA, p. 51

9.

Workman



WTA, p. 51

10.

Handyman



WTA, p. 53

11.

Outline



WTA, p. 70

12.

Bathroom



WTA, p. 100

14.

sunrise



WTA, p. 12





WTA, p. 30
WTA, p. 31
WTA, p. 76

POSITION OF COMPOUND WORDS
NO

APPEAR AFTER ARTICLES

COMPOUND

a

An

NOTE

The



15.

Steamboat

WTA, p. 125

16.

Snowflakes

18.

Washcloth



WTA, p. 141

19.

Deadpan



WTA, p. 32

20.

Doorway



WTA, p. 151

21.

Riverbank



WTA, p. 44

22.

Hallway



WTA, p. 39



WTA, p. 90
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